Anonymous feedback for Workbook 7 & the Java Course
Thank you for your feedback last week. Last week you asked for more examples, so Workbook 8 this week contains more examples. If you are struggling, don't forget you can ask your college for extra supervisions and help.

Please remember to fill in a feedback form once you have completed your tick
We want data from everyone, regardless of whether you're fast or slow!

Workbook 7: Please choose one by drawing a vertical line crossing the axis

- My session is: 10-12  12-2  2-4  4-6
- Hours taken last week: 0  5  10  15  20
- Last week's content: Boring  Necessary  Interesting  Exciting
- Amount of explanation: Patronising  More than I needed  Perfect  I needed more  Help!
- Amount of work: Far too little  Too little  Perfect  Too much  Way too much

How comfortable with the following concepts are you:

Containers, frames & panels
- Before last week: ________________________________
- This week: ________________________________

Widgets
- Before last week: ________________________________
- This week: ________________________________

Layout managers
- Before last week: ________________________________
- This week: ________________________________

- Last week's content: Boring  Necessary  Interesting  Exciting

Feedback on the course overall:

- Java should be taught in: Lectures  Practicals  Practical after 20 min lecture  From a book
- Overall, this course was: Boring  Necessary  Interesting  Exciting

Any suggestions for improvements (continue overleaf if necessary)